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Measurement of the field-induced dielectronic-recombination-rate enhancement
of O5¿ ions differential in the Rydberg quantum number n
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The influence of electromagnetic fields on the dielectronic recombination of O51 ions has been measured at
the Stockholm heavy ion storage ring CRYRING. The experimental energy range covered all 2s→2p Dn
50 resonances. Electric fields up to 600 V/cm were applied and a noticeable enhancement of the dielectronic
recombination cross section as a function of electric-field strength was observed. Field ionization of highly
exited Rydberg states was used to investigate the enhancement of the recombination rate for two narrow bands
of n states ranging fromn'19–22 and fromn'23–25. The experimental data are compared to theory. After
applying a field-ionization model to the calculations, the field-free spectra show good agreement with the
experimental data. Although experiment and theory show the same trend of increasing strength of dielectronic
recombination with increasing external electric field and with increasingn, quantitative discrepancies remain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dielectronic recombination~DR! of an ion and an elec
tron is a resonant two-step process in which the dielectro
capture of the projectile electron into a doubly excited int
mediate stateud& is followed by the radiative decay of thi
state to a bound level below the first ionization limit. Th
doubly exited state can be weakly bound and hence be
sensitive to the influence of electromagnetic fields. Diel
tronic recombination in the presence of external electrom
netic fields~DRF! was studied first theoretically by Burges
and Summers@1# and Jacobset al. @2,3#. It was recognized
that an external electric field mixes states with different
bital quantum numbers, which leads to an enhancemen
the DR cross section. Discrepancies between theory and
periment in early DR measurements were speculatively
cribed to the existence of electric fields in the interact
region and stimulated further theoretical investigations.

The first DRF experiment was carried out by Mu¨ller et al.
with a crossed beams apparatus using sodiumlike Mg1 ions
@4,5#. Differences from theoretical results@6,7# were in the
order of 15–25%. DRF measurements with highly charg
ions became feasible with the implementation of the merg
beams method at heavy-ion storage rings. The first such
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periment was carried out by Bartschet al. @8# with lithium-
like Si111 ions at CRYRING at the Manne Siegbah
Laboratory in Stockholm. Lithiumlike ions have been chos
for this and the following experiments because of their
vorableq/m ratio that requires minimum magnetic fields
the bending magnets of a storage ring. In comparison w
other isoelectronic sequences this leads to the least effe
field ionization of Rydberg states produced by the recom
nation processes. Lithiumlike ions are also favorable beca
of their fairly simple electronic structure.

As the electric field imposed on the interaction region
Si111 ions and electrons was increased the recombina
rate of the high Rydberg states increased up to a factor of
Comparison of experiment and theory showed qualitat
agreement. It was speculated that the remaining discre
cies might possibly be ascribed to the magnetic fieldBi that
guides the electron beam through the cooling device. T
magnetic field that is perpendicular to the applied elec
field had not been considered in the theoretical analysis
the Si111 DRF experiment of Bartschet al. @8#. In a theoret-
ical model investigation Robicheaux and Pindzola@9# quali-
tatively showed that a magnetic field perpendicular to
applied electric field influences the recombination rate
additional magnetic sublevel mixing. This was verified wi
an experiment on Cl141 at the heavy-ion storage ring TSR o
the Max-Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics in Heidelbe
@10#. The magnetic field perpendicular to the electric fie
was varied, and indeed an effect on the recombination
©2002 The American Physical Society28-1
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S. BÖHM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 052728
was observed. However, due to the complexity of the pr
lem, no theory was available to which these data could
compared quantitatively.

The difficulties enter via the influence of the magne
field on the magnetic sublevel population. As long as o
electric fields are present the magnetic quantum numbem
remains a good quantum number. This is still valid if a ma
netic field parallel to the electric field exists, which was ve
fied experimentally by Klimenkoet al. @11#. Applying an ad-
ditional perpendicular magnetic field breaks the cylindri
symmetry and an explicit treatment of eachm substate is
required in the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. Presen
such calculations can only be carried out for low values on
(n,30), since the size of the matrices to be diagonaliz
increases asn2. An example for such a calculation is given
Ref. @12# for the n524 resonance of Si111. Unfortunately,
such Rydberg resonances cannot be resolved in the ex
ments. The measured enhancement can only be observ
an average value for the sum of states influenced by elec
magnetic fields to which a detailed comparison with theory
hardly possible.

To minimize the number of states that have to be con
ered in the theoretical treatment, we here introduce a dif
ential field-ionization technique for the storage ring measu
ments; it is similar to the one that was used previously
measuring DRF of a narrow band of Rydberg states in M1

@4,5#. This method utilizes state selective field ionization
Rydberg states. The present experiment also extends a s
of measurements on lithium-like ions (Ne71 @13#, Si111 @8#,
Cl141 @10#, Ti191 @14#, and Ni251 @15#! towards lower values
of the nuclear charge numberZ.

In Sec. II an outline of DRF is given. Some general
marks on the theory that is compared to the experiment
given in Sec. III. Sec. IV describes the experimental pro
dure with special emphasis on field ionization. The resu
are presented in Sec. V and compared to theoretical calc
tions. We summarize the paper in Sec. VI.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION OF DRF

For the present case, DR can be represented by

e21O51~1s22s!→O41~1s22pnl!

→H O41~1s22s nl!1hn ~ type I!

O41~1s22pn8l 8!1hn8 ~ type II!.

~1!

Type II transitions involve the radiative decay of the Rydbe
electron. Because of the rapid decrease of radiative rates
increasingn, type II transitions are unimportant for high-n
states and are therefore neglected in the following discus
of DRF via high-n Rydberg states. The lowest Rydberg sta
that is energetically allowed isn56. The position of the
resonances can be represented by

En5E2s→2p2RS q

nD 2

, ~2!
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where E2s→2p is the energy of the 2s to 2p transitions
shown in Eq.~1!, R is the Rydberg constant, andq is the
charge of the ion in units of the elementary charge. The cr
section for DR is given by the product of the cross sect
for the dielectronic capturesc and the branching ratio fo
stabilization@Ar /(Ar1Aa)#, whereAr andAa are the radia-
tive and autoionization rates, respectively, of the interme
ate resonant stateud& with configuration 2pnl. Dielectronic
capture is the inverse of autoionization. From the principle
detailed balance, it followssc5kAa , wherek includes sta-
tistical factors. The DR resonance strength~integrated cross
section! can then approximately be represented by

s̄nl
(DR)5S0

gd

gi

p

En
F Aa~n,l !Ar

Aa~n,l !1Ar
G . ~3!

The quantitiesgd512(2l 11) and gi52 are the statistica
weights of the intermediate 1s22pnl and initial 1s22s state,
respectively,En is the resonance energy andS0 is a constant
(S0'10229 cm2 eV2 s).

The autoionization ratesAa strongly depend on the quan
tum numbersn and l. They are large for small values ofn
and l and decrease withn asn23. They decrease even mor
rapidly with increasingl, since the overlap of the wave func
tions of the inner and outer electron decreases. This is v
alized in Fig. 1~a!, where the configuration-averaged rates
the 1s22p20l states of O51 ions obtained by the

FIG. 1. ~a! Configuration-averaged autoionization rates
O41(1s22p20l ) states calculated byAUTOSTRUCTURE ~open
circles!. The full curve was obtained by fitting Eq.~4! to the data

points with the fit parametersÃa53.53531011 s21, d̃150.5424,

d̃2520.1633, d̃350.002 740, andd̃450. The horizontal dashed
lines represents the radiative rate of the 2p→2s transition and the
vertical line the value of the critical angular-momentum quant
number l c . ~b! Configuration-averaged autoionization rat
Aa(n,k,m) of O41(1s22p 20km) states as given by Eq.~8!. The
m-substatesumu50 to umu59 are denoted by the following symbol
beginning withumu50: squares, circles, up triangles, inverted t
angles, diamonds, left triangles, right triangles, hexagons, stars
pentagons. The number of states participating in DR is 1200 in~a!
and 1608 in~b!, i.e., the states withAa.Ar .
8-2
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AUTOSTRUCTURE@16# atomic structure code are shown. Th
full line is a fit to these points with the fit function being

Aa~n,l !5Ãan23 exp~ d̃1l 1d̃2l 21d̃3l 31d̃4l 4!, ~4!

and with the fit parametersÃa and d̃i .
Because of the neglect of type II transitions@cf. Eq. ~1!#

the radiative rateAr is due only to the 2p→2s transition and
therefore is independent of the Rydberg quantum numben
and l. It is represented by the horizontal dashed line in Fi
1~a! and 1~b!.

In the limiting cases ofAa@Ar or Ar@Aa the cross sec-
tion s̄nl

(DR) is given by

s̄nl
(DR)5S0

gd

gi

p

En
A, , ~5!

whereA, is the smaller of the ratesAa and Ar . For small
values ofl the autoionization rateAa is far larger than the
radiative rateAr and the cross sections̄nl

(DR) is proportional
to Ar . The autoionization rate decreases rapidly with
creasingl and above a certain valuel c @vertical dotted line in
Fig. 1~a!# it drops below the value of the radiative rate. B
yond that point the cross sections̄nl

(DR) is proportional to the
autoionization rateAa . However, this rate is so small that th
contributions from states withl equal to l c and above are
negligible. This means that in this example wherel c510 and
the total number of states in the 1s22p20l manifold is 4800
the number of states participating in DR is reduced to 1l c

2

51200 with the resonance strength given by

s̄n
(DR)'6l c

2~n!S0

p

En
A, . ~6!

The excluded states can be made available for DR
applying an electric field that mixes high-l states with lower-
l states. More exactly, in the presence of an electric field
eigenstates of the ion are given by Stark states characte
by the quantum numbersn, k, and m, and the DR cross
section can be written as

s̄n
(DRF)5~2 j 11!S0

p

En
(
mk

Aa~n,k,m!Ar

Aa~n,k,m!1Ar
. ~7!

In the case of full mixing the autoionization rates are sim
given by

Aa~n,k,m!5 (
l 5umu

n21

~Ck,m
n,l !2Aa~n,l !, ~8!

with the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients@17#

Ck,m
n,l 5K ~n21!/2 ~n21!/2

~m2k!/2 ~m1k!/2
U l

mL ~9!
05272
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for the transformation from spherical to Stark states. T
sums overm and k run over 2n11,2n12, . . . ,n22,n
21 and 2n1umu11,2n1umu13, . . . ,n1umu23,n2umu
21, respectively.

For the case of full mixing, the states significantly co
tributing to DR, i.e., the states for which the relatio
Aa(n,k,m).Ar is valid, can be extracted from Fig. 1~b!.
The number of states is 1608, which is a factor of 1.
higher than in the field-free case. The resulting enhancem
is shown more quantitatively in Fig. 2 where the relati
s̄n

(DRF)/s̄n
(DR) is given as a function ofn, and the cross sec

tion s̄n
(DR) has been calculated ass̄n

(DR)5( l s̄nl
(DR) with s̄nl

(DR)

from Eq. ~3!. The field enhancement sets in atn510, and
then with increasingn reaches a maximum ofs̄n

(DRF)/s̄n
(DR)

'6 at n'60, and then it decreases again. Due to field io
ization in the experiment, only Rydberg states up ton'29
contribute significantly to the detected recombination r
~see below!. That means only a small part of Rydberg sta
influenced by electromagnetic fields are detected.

In external electric fieldsm remains a good quantum num
ber. This does not change if magnetic fields parallel to
electric fields are present in the interaction region@11#. How-
ever, in our experimental setup magnetic fields perpendic
to the applied electric fields are always present becaus
the longitudinal guiding fieldBi in the electron cooler. This
additional magnetic field mixes them states, which further
influences the recombination rate. At low magnetic fieldsm
mixing in principle enhances the electric-field effect. A
higher magnetic fields the rate enhancement decreases a
because of the increasing energy splitting of them levels,
which hampers the electric field mixing of these sta
@10,12#. In the theoretical treatment of DRF in crossed ele
tric and magnetic fields the additional magnetic field requi
the explicit consideration of eachm substate, increasing th
computational demand significantly. Calculations of DR
crossed electric and magnetic fields can therefore prese
only be carried out for relatively low values ofn, i.e., n
&30. For a detailed comparison of experiment and theo

FIG. 2. Model calculation of the field-induced enhancement
the DR cross section of the O41(1s22pnl) resonances as a functio
of the main quantum numbern.
8-3
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S. BÖHM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 052728
the observation of DRF on a single low-n resonance would
be required. In the experiment, however, low-n resonances
that can be resolved are not affected by external fields
high-n resonances that are affected cannot be resol
Therefore, an adaption of the method used for Mg1 @4,5# is
introduced to investigate DRF for narrow-bandwid
samples ofn states. This approach employs state selec
field ionization of high-n Rydberg states.

III. THEORY

The DR calculations in the absence of fields have b
carried out using the atomic structure codeAUTOSTRUCTURE

@16#. For the DRF calculations the programDRFEUD ~dielec-
tronic recombination field enhanced using diagonalizati!
@18# has been used. This calculates the intermediate coup
energy averaged DR cross section for a given field in
interaction region. It was first developed to calculate the
fluence of a pure electric field on DR. The wave functio
are solutions to the Hartree-Fock equations with relativis
modifications. Since diagonalization of the Hamiltonian m
trices has to be performed for each value ofn and m, the
program had to be designed for efficiency. The number
matrices that have to be solved is reduced by the fact tha
cross section falls off rather rapidly withm and matrices for
high m can be excluded. This changes as a magnetic fi
perpendicular to the electric field is introduced@12# andm is
no longer a good quantum number. The Hamiltonian ma
then becomes extremely large leading to computational p
lems. In Ref.@12# an upper limit ofn530 set by available
computer memory is mentioned. However, for lowZ ions the
cutoff valuenc is in the same range, so that calculations
DR in crossed electric and magnetic fields can be carried
for nearly all states involved experimentally.

These calculations do not account for the effect of int
acting resonances, which was treated by Robicheauxet al.
@19# and Griffin et al. @20#. They modified theDRFEUD pro-
gram to include interacting resonances in the calculation
DR in electric fields. However, the Hamiltonian then b
comes complex; thus such calculations were not carried
in the presence of crossed electric and magnetic fields, s
the complex matrices become prohibitively large.

The electric field in the interaction region defines a qu
tization axis. Before being detected, the ions in high Rydb
states pass through motional electric fields that are rot
with respect to this axis, which could lead to a redistributi
of m substate populations. This effect has been theoretic
treated by Nasser and Hahn@21#. A comparison of their the-
oretical data to experimental results of Mu¨ller et al. @4#
showed that these effects should be considered in gen
However, in our experiments, these effects do not appea
be important, as has been shown by Schipperset al. @15#.

IV. EXPERIMENT

The experiment has been carried out at the heavy-ion s
age ring CRYRING at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory
Stockholm. The experimental procedure for DRF measu
ments at CRYRING is explained in more detail in Ref.@13#.
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Here only an outline is given. The16O51 ions were produced
in a cryogenic electron-beam ion source~CRYSIS!, preaccel-
erated by a radio frequency quadrupole to about 300 keV
injected into the ring, and accelerated to their final ener
The ion energies used in our experiment were 9.4 MeV
~which is almost the highest energy that can be achieve
CRYRING!, 5.0 MeV/u, and 3.3 MeV/u. A further lowering
of the ion energy was not possible because of strongly
creasing background of electron capture events arising f
collisions of ions with the residual gas. The ion beam ha
large energy spread and therefore has to be cooled. Th
done with a colinear beam of cold electrons in an elect
cooler @22# as illustrated in Fig. 3. The cooler consists
three main parts that are the cathode, the interaction reg
and the collector. Each of these parts is surrounded b
magnet. Two toroid magnets are used to deflect the elec
beam into the interaction region and out into the collect
The vertical component of the magnetic field in the toro
magnets causes a horizontal deflection of the ion beam th
compensated by a correction dipole magnet placed just
hind the cooler. The 4 mm cathode for electrons is immer
in a 3 T magnetic field. The emitted electron beam has
energy spread determined essentially by the cathode
peratureTc'900 ° C. The longitudinal energy spread of th
electron beam is reduced by the electrostatic acceleratio
the electrons. The transverse energy spread is reduced a
electron beam expands in the decreasing axial magnetic
@23#. After expansion the transverse electron beam temp
ture amounts to

T'5
1

z
Tc , ~10!

with the expansion factorz5Bi
c/Bi529.6 calculated from

the magnetic guiding fieldBi
c at the cathode andBi

5100.6 mT in the straight section of the electron cool
After expansion and acceleration the electron velocity dis
bution f ( v̂,vW ) around the average parallel velocity comp
nent v̂ can be described as

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the experimental setup.
ion beam enters the electron cooler from the left. There it is mer
with a cold electron beam. On their way from the merging sect
to the detector the recombined ions pass several regions where
can possibly be field ionized in motional electric fields. The flig
time to these field-ionization regions are indicated.
8-4
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f ~ v̂,vW !5A me

2pkBTi
expF2

me~v i2 v̂ !2

2kBTi
G me

2pkBT'

3expS 2
mev'

2

2kBT'
D , ~11!

with kTi50.35 meV andkT'53.7 meV in the presen
case. The experimental energy resolution corresponds to
width of this distribution and amounts to@24#

DÊ~FWHM!5$@ ln~2!kBT'#2116 ln~2!kBTi Ê%1/2.
~12!

The relative energyÊ'1/2mev̂
2 was calculated more ac

curately using the relativistic transformation of energies fr
the laboratory to the center-of-mass frame including
angle between the beams. In the course of our DRF meas
ments, this angle acquired values up to about 1°. To ve
the energy scale we used the Rydberg formula@Eq. ~2!#,
neglecting quantum defects, to fit the measured resona
energies. Spectroscopic values were used for theE2s→2p
transition.

The absolute merged-beams rate coefficient is given
@25#:

a5^vs~v !&5
Rv iqe

I iLne
g i

2 . ~13!

HereR is the count rate,v i the ion velocity,q the ion charge,
e the elementary charge,g i the Lorentz factor for the ions,I i
the ion current,L the interaction length~95 cm!, andne the
electron density that is assumed to be constant across
diameter of the electron beam.

After injecting ions into the ring, accelerating and coolin
them, the relative-energy range 0,Ê,15 eV was scanned
by varying the cathode voltage. This was done five times
different electric fields with 1 s ofintermediate cooling. The
remaining ions were then dumped and the whole cy
started over. This was repeated until a satisfactory leve
statistical precision was reached.

Electric fields were introduced in the interaction region
employing correction coils mounted on top of the solen
that produces the longitudinal guiding fieldBi . The correc-
tion coils usually serve for optimizing the alignment of th
electron beam with respect to the ion beam. In the pres
experiments, these coils are used to introduce well defi
transverse magnetic-field componentsB' , which transform
to electric fieldsE'5v iB' in the rest frame of an ion. In
order to avoid confusion it should be noted that the motio
electric field E' in the interaction region, that causes t
enhancement of the DR cross section is different and s
tially well separated from the motional electric fieldsF that
cause field ionization of recombined ions in high Rydbe
states as will be discussed in Sec. IV A.

The uncertainty of the determination of the ion curre
with the current transformer is about610% and the uncer
tainty of the interaction length is about65%. The ion cur-
rent was only measured for one spectrum at the beginnin
the run and all other spectra were normalized to that one.
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relative ion current for the spectra in one cycle was de
mined by a fit to the radiative recombination rate observ
during the intermediate cooling intervals. The uncertainty
that is about 1%. The statistical uncertainty for the integra
recombination rate is also about 1%. Background subtrac
~here radiative recombination is regarded as backgrou!
was achieved by fitting a formula with five fit parametersPi ,

ab~E!5
P1

11P2E1P3E2
1P41P5E ~14!

to those parts of the measured spectra where no DR r
nances occurred. All uncertainties added in quadrature
cluding those for background subtraction add up to 11%
certainty in the absolute rate coefficients.

A. Field ionization

In view of the determination of DR rate coefficients di
ferential in the Rydberg quantum numbern of the
O41(1s22pnl) DR resonances, the field ionizing properti
of our experimental setup have to be known. In the follo
ing, a detailed model is described, which accounts for
field ionization of high Rydberg states in motional elect
fields caused by the magnetic fields that are used to stee
electron and ion beams. Furthermore, the model account
the radiative decay of high Rydberg states to levels below
field-ionization limit. The model was introduced by Schi
perset al. @26# for analyzing recombination measurements
the heavy-ion storage ring TSR and is here modified for
CRYRING experiments.

On their way from the interaction region to the detec
the ions pass through three magnets. These are~i! the toroid
magnet that guides the electron beam out of overlap,~ii ! the
correction dipole magnet just after the cooler, and~iii ! the
bending dipole magnet that separates the different cha
states~Fig. 3!. The transverse magnetic fields that these m
nets exert on the ions cause electric fieldsFW 5vW i3BW in the
system of the ions. The fields are listed in Table I and th
variation along the path of the ions is shown in Fig. 4. The
fields ionize ions in highly excited Rydberg states. In a si
plified treatment only recombined ions with the electron ca
tured into statesn,nc account for the measured recombin
tion rate. Considering the Stark shifts in the lowest order
F, nc can be approximately calculated as

nc5@q3/9F#1/4, ~15!

where F is the electric field in atomic units (1 a
55.1423109 V/cm) @27#. In the detailed model of the field
ionization properties of our apparatus, the survival fractio
are determined for eachnl state populated by DR, conside
ing the flight timestF to the field-ionization zones and as
suming hydrogenic decay rates of the Rydberg states. Wi
constant recombination probability along the lengthL of the
merging section, the probability that a state characterized
quantum numbersn and l has decayed upon reaching th
field ionization zone is given as@26#
8-5
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Pd~n,l ,tL ,tF!512
t~n,l !

tL
FexpS 2

tF2tL/2

t~n,l ! D
2expS 2

tF1tL/2

t~n,l ! D G . ~16!

HeretL is the flight time through the electron cooler,tF is the
flight time from the center of the cooler to the field
ionization zone, and the radiative lifetime of thenl state is
given by t(nl)5@(n8,n, l 85 l 61g r(nl→n8l 8)#21. The hy-
drogenic transition ratesg r(nl→n8l 8) are calculated analyti
caly @28#. In the field-ionization zone the ion spends a tim
DtF during which field ionization may take place. As in Re
@5#, the ion’s survival probability is calculated from approx
mate hydrogenic field-ionization ratesAF derived by Dam-

FIG. 4. Magnetic fields encountered by the ion beam on its w
from the cooler to the recombination detector. In the frame of
ion the magnetic fields transform into electric fields leading to fi
ionization of high Rydberg states. The values for the toroid and
correction dipole magnet have been measured. For complete
the magnetic field of the bending dipole magnet has been ad
schematically.

TABLE I. The motional electric fieldsF leading to field ioniza-
tion are given for the different magnets passed by the recomb
ions on their way to the detector, the toroid, the correction dip
magnet, and the ring dipole magnet.tF is the flight time to the
corresponding field,DtF the dwell time in this field, andnc is the
critical quantum number for field ionization.

Ei ~MeV/u! Region F ~kV/cm! DtF ~ns! tF ~ns! nc

Toroid 21 9. 2 19 42
9.4 Correction magnet 60 5 14 3

Dipole magnet 490 27 11 19

Toroid 16 12 25 46
5. 0 Correction magnet 45 6. 6 19 3

Dipole magnet 276 36 15 22

Toroid 13 15 31 48
3. 3 Correction magnet 36 8 23 3

Dipole magnet 177 45 19 25
05272
burg and Kolosov@29# ~modified in order to account for an
arbitrary nuclear charge@26#! to be

Ps~n,l ,DtF ,F !5
1

2l 11 (
m52 l

l

(
n150

n2umu21

~Ck,m
n,l !2

3exp@2DtFAF~n1 ,n2 ,m!#, ~17!

whereCk,m
n,l are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients from Eq.~9!

and n1 and n2 are the parabolic quantum numbers, whi
satisfy the relationsn5n11n21umu11 and n12n25k
@27#. The detection probability is calculated from the dec
and survival probabilities as@26#

Ynl~ tL ,tF ,DtF ,F !5@12Pd~n,l ,tL ,tF!# Ps~n,l ,DtF ,F !

1 (
n8,n, l 85 l 61

b~nl→n8l 8!

3Pd~n,l ,tL ,tF!Ps~n8,l 8,DtF ,F !,

~18!

where the branching ratio for a dipole transition from statenl
to state n8l 8 is defined as b(nl→n8l 8)5t(n,l ) g r(nl
→n8l 8). A more general formula including cascade corre
tion can be found in Ref.@26#. Here, cascading has bee
neglected because transitions to lowern8 always dominate as
has been verified for DR of C31 @26#. High l states where
cascading would be important are not significantly popula
by DR. To obtain the detection probability, we have to co
sider all field-ionization regions shown in Fig. 4. The corr
sponding detection probabilitiesYnl

(t) , Ynl
(c) , and Ynl

(d) , re-
spectively, are calculated individually and the over
detection probability is finally given by the product of th
three individual ones, i.e.,

Ynl~v i !5Ynl
(t)~ tF

(t) ,DtF
(t) ,F (t)!Ynl

(c)~ tF
(c)2tF

(t) ,DtF
(c) ,F (c)!

3Ynl
(d)~ tF

(d)2tF
(c) ,DtF

(d) ,F (d)!. ~19!

For the calculation ofYnl
(c) and Ynl

(d) the tL→0 limit of Eq.
~16!, i.e., Pd(n,l ,0,tF)512exp@2tF /t(n,l)# has been used
The dependence on the ion velocity enters via thev i depen-
dence oftF , DtF , andF. Numerical values oftF , DtF , and
F for the three experimental ion velocities are listed in Ta
I. Detection probabilities for 3.3 MeV/u ions are shown
Fig. 5. In contrast to the simple concept of a sharp cutof
nc @Eq. ~15!# a considerable fraction of low-l Rydberg states
is detected with high probability even for highn, i.e., n
@nc .

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Field-free DR

For three different ion energies recombination spec
have been obtained for a set of different electric fieldsE' .
The field-free spectrum (E'50 V/cm) for an ion energy of
9.4 MeV/u is shown in Fig. 6~a!. It contains all 1s22pnl
resonances associated with 2s→2p transitions ranging from
n56, which is the lowest energetically allowed resonan
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up to n'20. Individual resonances can be resolved up tn
515. For n56, even thel substates are partially resolve
Figure 6~b! shows anAUTOSTRUCTUREcalculation that does
not include field ionization. The highest Rydberg state c
sidered isn51000.

The access to DR differential inn is via the unavoidable
field ionization described in Sec. IV A. It limits the max
mum detected Rydberg state roughly tonc @Eq. ~15!, Table
I#. The motional electric fieldF depends on the ion velocity
i.e.,

F5
g imiv i

2

qer
. ~20!

As the ion velocity is decreased, the magnetic field of
bending dipole magnets~with bending radiusr) is reduced
and therewith the motional electric fieldF5v iB. This shifts
the cutoff quantum numbernc to higher values. The field
free spectra for all three energies are shown in Fig. 7 toge
with results from anAUTOSTRUCTURE calculation to which
the field-ionization model has been applied by multiplyi
the nl-dependent DR cross section with thenl-dependent
survival probability. For the comparison the theoretical cro
section has been convoluted with the experimental velo
distribution resulting in the theoretical rate coefficient

a~Ê!5(
nl

Ynl~v i !E snl„E~v !…v f ~ v̂,vW !d3v. ~21!

Since the natural width of the DR resonances is neglig
compared to the experimental energy spread, we assum
d-like energy dependence of the DR cross section, i.e.,

snl~E!5s̄nld~En2E! ~22!

FIG. 5. Contour plot of detection probabilitiesYnl(v i) for an
ion energy of 3. 3 MeV/u from the detailed model described in S
IV A. Each contour line marks a step of 0.1 in the detection pr
ability. A considerable fraction of low-l Rydberg states is detecte
with high probability even for highn.nc . The vertical white bro-
ken line is the cutoff quantum numbernc525 as calculated by Eq
~15!. The hatched area is unphysical.
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with the resonance energyEn . Under this condition the in-
tegration in Eq.~21! can be carried out analytically and w
obtain

a (DR)~Ê!5(
nl
A2En

me
Ynl~v i !s̄nl

(DR)f ~Ê,En!, ~23!

where

f ~Ê,E!5
1

kBT'j
expS 2

E2Ê/j2

kBT'
D FerfS AE1AÊ/j2

AkBTi/j
D

1erfS AE2AÊ/j2

AkBTi/j
D G , ~24!

with j5(12Ti /T')1/2. As the ion energy is decreased an
nc grows, the recombination rate coefficient in the hig
energy part of the spectra increases. Experimental and t

.
-

FIG. 6. ~a! Zero-field O51 DR spectrum for an ion energy of 9.
MeV/u. ~b! The AUTOSTRUCTURE calculation including Rydberg
states up ton51000 demonstrates that due to field ionization m
of the recombination rate contributed by high Rydberg states is
detected in the experiment. The vertical bars denote the 2pnl reso-
nance positions as calculated by the Rydberg formula@Eq. ~2!#.
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retical data shown in Fig. 7 agree quite nicely. From this
conclude that field ionization is sufficiently well understo
in our experiment.

B. DRF

For each ion energy a series of spectra were taken
different applied electric fieldsE' . The ranges of electric
fields are listed in Table II. With decreasing ion velocity t
maximum electric field (E'5v iB') decreases. The longitu
dinal guiding field was 100.6 mT for all measurements.

The enhancement of the DR via high Rydberg state
quantified by extracting rate coefficientsI hi integrated over
the energy range of 9.4–12 eV of the measured spectra~Fig.
8!. For normalization purposes we also monitored the in
gral I lo ~1.3–7.25 eV! comprising DR contributions fromn
56 –8. The high Rydberg contributionsI hi monotonically
increase with the electric field, while the lower-n contribu-
tion I lo remains constant when the electric field is chang
In order to provide a quantity characterizing the field effe
we use the electric-field enhancement factor@14#

r ~Ey!5C
I hi~Ey!

I lo~Ey!
. ~25!

The constantC is conventionally chosen such that fits to t
data points~see below! yield r (fit) (0)51.0. The formula

FIG. 7. Zero-field O51 DR spectra for three different ion ene
gies 9.4, 5.0, and 3.3 MeV/u. With decreasing ion energy, incre
ingly higher Rydberg states contribute to the measured rate co
cient. Included are the theoretical results to which our fie
ionization model has been applied~thick gray lines!.

TABLE II. Ranges of motional electric fieldsE'5v iB' that
were applied in the experiment. Herev i is the ion velocity andB'

the transverse magnetic field. The values are given for the t
experimental ion energies.

Ei ~MeV/u! v i (109 cm/s) B' ~mT! E ~V/cm!

9. 4 4. 20 0–1.4 0–602
5. 0 3. 15 0–1.4 0–449
3. 3 2. 53 0–1.2 0–301
05272
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FIG. 9. Enhancement of the recombination rate due to an e
tric field for 9.4 MeV/u ~c!, 5.0 MeV/u ~b!, and 3.3 MeV/u~a!.
Each panel includes the experimental result~squares, full line!, the
theoretical result withBi50 T ~circles, dashed line!, and the the-
oretical result forBi5100.6 mT~triangles, dotted line!. The curves
have been fitted to the data points using Eq.~26!. The fit valuess
andEsat are given in Table III.

s-
fi-
-

ee

FIG. 8. IntegralsI hi from 9.4 to 12 eV for all three ion energie
9.4 MeV/u ~squares!, 5.0 MeV/u ~circles!, and 3.3 MeV/u~tri-
angles!. The curves were fitted using Eq.~26!. The error bars rep-
resent the normalization error of 11% given in Sec. IV.
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r (fit)~Ey!511sEsat@12exp~2Ey /Esat!#, ~26!

which we have fitted to the measured enhancement fac
provides an easy parametrization of our data. The param
Esat is the saturation field ands is the initial slope, which is
the tangent tor (fit) (Ey) at Ey50. The result of the presen
experiment is shown in Fig. 9. The enhancement factor
grows linearly and then saturates for high electric fields.
these high fields the maximum mixture ofl states is
achieved. This saturation has been seen even more clea
our Ne71 experiment@13#. For decreasing ion energy, th
enhancement of the recombination rate increases. This is
to the fact that the additional highern states are more sens
tive to electromagnetic fields~as shown in Fig. 2!.

Curves have been fitted to the data shown in Fig. 8 us
Eq. ~26!. The difference between these curves is associa
with n states added by lowering the ion energy@n'20–26
and n'23–29 as shown in Fig. 10~a!#. By subtracting the

FIG. 10. ~a! Survival probabilitiesȲn(v i) averaged over the
angular momentum for the three experimental ion energies 9.4,
and 3.3 MeV/u~from left to right! ~b! Differential survival prob-
abilities, i.e., the difference between adjacent curves shown in~a!.

FIG. 11. The enhancement of the recombination rate of the
distributions ofn states shown in Fig. 10~b! ~solid line,n520–26,
dashed line,n523–29).
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curves from one another one gets the integrated recomb
tion rate coefficient only due to these twon bands. After
obtaining the integrated recombination-rate coefficient
these twon bands one can determine the enhancement
tors for these samples as described above.

The result is shown in Fig. 11. The enhancement facto
300 V/cm increases from 2.5 forn520–26 to 3.5 forn
523–29, i.e., the sensitivity to electromagnetic fields
creases for growingn as suggested by the model calculati
~see Fig. 2!.

In the comparison of theoretical and experimental res
the following problem has to be considered. In the prese
of an electric field alone or crossed electric and magn
fields, the angular momentuml is not a good quantum num
ber. On the other hand, in order to compare these result
our experimental data we have to use our field-ionizat
model that calculatesnl dependent detection probabilities. I
a proper treatment thel andm mixed states in the interactio
region would have to be mapped onto spherical states w
the ion leaves the cooler. Such a mapping, however, is p

.0,

o

FIG. 12. Experimental DR spectra for an ion energy of 3
MeV/u ~full line! and anAUTOSTRUCTUREcalculation up ton530
to which the field-ionization model has been applied usingnl de-
pendent detection probabilities~thick dashed line! and l-averaged
detection probabilities~thick full line!.

TABLE III. Parameters of the fit@Eq. ~26!# to the measured and
the theoretical data of the enhancement factor. Heres is the initial
slope andEsat is the saturation field.

Ei ~MeV/u! s (1023 cm/V) Esat ~V/cm!

Experiment 9.4 2.860.22 354661.1
(Bi5100.6 mT) 5.0 4.060.30 304656.0

3.3 5.660.53 3476118

Theory 9.4 9.861.6 86618
(Bi50 mT) 5.0 1562.6 75615

3.3 2063.6 68614

Theory 9.4 9.460.4 16169.8
(Bi5100.6 mT) 5.0 1461.0 159617

3.3 1961.8 149621
8-9
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ently not at hand since the theoretical data can only be g
as a function ofn. Therefore we usel averaged detection
probabilities,

Ȳn~v i !5
1

n2 (
l 50

n21

~2l 11!Ynl~v i !. ~27!

The difference in usingnl dependent andl averaged detec
tion probabilities is small as shown in Fig. 12 where bo
have been applied to a zero fieldAUTOSTRUCTUREcalcula-
tion. DRF has been calculated using theDRFEUD package.
This has been done for 0, 42, 126, 252, and 419 V/cm for
case of a pure electric field in the interaction region and fo
magnetic field of 100.6 mT. From the theoretical cross s
tion we have derived a rate coefficient analog to Eq.~23!,
i.e.,

a~Ê!(DRF)5(
n

Ȳn~v i !s̄n
(DRF) f ~Ê,En!. ~28!

In the next step theoretical integralsI hi from 9.4–12 eV have
been derived, which were used to obtain theoretical enha
ment factors included in Fig. 9. This has been done for
three ion energies. The theoretical result is far above
experimental result for the whole range of electric fields
reason for part of this discrepancy could be the fact that th
calculations have been carried out in the isolated resona
approximation. It has been shown by Robicheauxet al. @19#
and Griffinet al. @20# that the static field enhancement of D
may be strongly reduced by the interaction between re
nances through common continua. Because of the size o
complex matrices involved, the investigation of these effe
in lithiumlike ions for crossed electric and magnetic fields
not yet possible.
d,
.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies of dielectronic recombination in the pr
ence of electromagnetic fields have been extended tow
elements with lower atomic numberZ where in our storage
ring merged-beam experiments field ionization sets in m
earlier than for higherZ values. Nevertheless, still an en
hancement up to a factor of 2 can be observed. A first s
has been made to providen-differential DRF data. This has
been done by varying the ion energy. The additional narro
bandwidth sets of detected Rydberg states has been d
mined using a field-ionization model. Comparing the infl
ence of electromagnetic fields on the two sets (n520–26
and n523–29) an increasing sensitivity to these fields h
been observed. Comparison of the field-free experime
data to theory after applying the field-ionization model d
scribed in Sec. IV shows a quite good agreement, espec
for high n states.

The experimental results on DR in fields are compared
theoretical calculations. The theoretically calculated e
hancement is about 50% above the experimental result,
the experimental DRF measurements cannot quantitati
be explained by state-of-the-art theory. Based on previ
theoretical results for DRF in zero magnetic field@19,20# it
can be speculated that the effect of interacting resonan
has to be considered also for DR in crossed electric
magnetic fields in order to remove the remaining discrep
cies. On the experimental side it is difficult to judge how f
the approximation in the field-ionization modeling affects t
comparison with theory. Further experimental and theoret
efforts are clearly needed for a full understanding of the D
process.
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